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About This Game

Narrative-adventure playing an Agent of Death who must take ONE life that could change the fate of a conflict-torn
Nation!

Think The Walking Dead meets Home and The Last Express, with a dash of To The Moon!

Freeform exploration with Rich dialogue
What might you learn searching the fundraising Gala and talking to patrons? Perhaps the less you know the better?

Meaningful choices and Unintended Consequences
Can your choice change the fate of a Nation? What other result could your meddling have?

Cast of ambitious and influential characters
What if they die? More importantly... what if they live?

Complex setting of violent domestic conflict and industrial revolution
A devastated country - but is it your place to fix it? What if your educated guess is wrong?

Dynamic and surprising Ending
The choice is *entirely* up to you - but what other factors may be affecting the outcome?

Online Stats to compare Your Choices with
Anonymous aggregate stats of everyone's playthroughs will let you see how your own choices compare! Are you one of the good
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guys?

Free Version

The basic game, without the extra character and bonus materials, is also available for free from our Official Website!
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postmortem one must die (extended cut)

Not all that..I beat it but that is only because of my slight compulsive disorder..I am compelled to beat every game I buy.....
Pay2Win confirmed.. This game has a bug that doesn't allow you to jump while on platforms. What could possibly be the login
behind this? The developers are out there laughing their♥♥♥♥♥off while we struggle for hours to jump Marion up the stone
steps with the postal package in the first area of "Pursuing the Ark". There is absolutely no way to get the package up the steps
and deliver it, hence you cannot complete the game 100%.. Space Drifters 2D
is a top down space shooter with Newtonian physics style movement.
Made in the Unity engine with graphics and controls reminiscent of Asteroids with the added benefit of a local co-op and
multiple versus modes. https:\/\/youtu.be\/vDuTEtlhvJk. PVP only, not even a tutorial before being thrown to the wolves, no
thanks.
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This is the type of game I love and have been wanting a football GM game for a long time. But honestly this game just doesn't
work for me. The main reason is the interface. It's confusing and bothersome, having to jump from one screen to the next to try
to do things. Also, if you're going to have real players they should be closer to their real selves. At least get the positions right. In
the end I think I'd rather keep simming seasons on Madden, and that's not an endorsement of Madden's sim features.. love nancy
drew. This game is early access, and yes I know it's inspired by Super Smash Bros, and maybe I don't know every character in
this game, but I can enjoy a nice fighting game with the Goat from Goat Simulator and Woodle Tree from Woodle Tree
Adventures.. If this game was cheaper I may have recommended it but at £4.99 I can only say to buy this game during a huge
discount or as part of a bundle.

The game is okay for what it is and if you like time-management games then you could easily sink a couple of hours into it, but
for £1 more the trilogy of 12 Labours of Hercules can be purchased on Steam and are far superior to this game.

http://store.steampowered.com/app/342580/
http://store.steampowered.com/app/360640/
http://store.steampowered.com/app/360650/. Nice music and gameplay , it's good ! 9.5\/10 !. MY ARM! lol oh man this game
keeps you going for hours. This game is a great game to pass time. You will definently get your money's worth if you purchase
this game. You have everything from shooting things with bows to using shields to repel balls into the opponents goal to
crushing the s**t out of a ball using a lightsaber bat!

Pros: Hours of fun only reason I stopped was because my arm got tired! and even then I could just change game play to a
different type of game.

Cons: 0

IMO GET IT!. Max Payne would recommend this game if he wants some dull shooting without that story crap.. Pros
- Very nice graphics and great mechanics
- The music is quite relaxing
- I do like this game and I would buy if it wasn't for the random cutscene
- The game is very enjoyable once you know how to play

Cons / Bugs
- There is no tutorial, I didn't know what the small boxes meant and it took me a couple of minutes to figure it out
- There isn't a backstory
- The first chapter was very short and it only took me maybe 30mins to complete it
- I finished the first chapter and the game reset, is there supposed to be more than one chapter?
- Whenever I try to change the game to windowed, it crashes
- When the game first loads up I have to click the game, to get to the start menu

Karaski DevBlog #9: Game Story, Plot Items, and Quest System:
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I have finally started integrating the main plot via in-game story, plot items, and a quest system that tries something new..

Click Here to read more and see new screenshots![koobazaur.com]. New game out - HEADLINER!:
What if YOU controlled national news? Go spin some #FakeNews, ban the immigrants, and endanger your family :) Happy
playing!
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. Steam Keys for those who already bought Postmortem:
Hello All!

First of all THANK YOU for all your support, Postmortem's finally on Steam :D. Karaski DevBlog #10: Plot, Level Design,
and Unity Standalone:

Big progress on the next indie game – finalizing the plot backbone, adding whole new game level, and getting Unity standalone
working!

Click Here to read more and see new screenshots![koobazaur.com]. DevBlog #3: Save States, Dialogue, and Women:

Finishing some coding tasks and jumping back into character writing and modeling. Say Hello to Miss Sinclair!

Click Here to read more and see new screenshots![koobazaur.com]. What’s Next? New Game, learning Unity, Dev Fail
Video:
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Between all the legal/businessy/pr stuff after my first release, I have begun working on my second game, under the working
title "Project Karaski." It's a highly stylized Slavic-steampunk RPG emphasizing dialogue, stealth and not-getting-spotted-
doing-illegal-stuff - think less-shooty Deus Ex meets Thirty Flights of Loving.

Click Here to read more details and watch some screenshots and videos[koobazaur.com]. We Need Your Help!:

 We just launched Steam Greenlight for our game and need your support! If you don’t know what it is, it’s a simple process to
vote which games should be allowed to sell on Steam. Please help us out and cast your vote and tell your friends! Heck, throw it
on your Facebooks or Twitter thingamajigs if you please :)
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